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Unsolicited FirmwareUnsolicited Firmware
Archeology and YouArcheology and You





  

"I bet I can hack this"





ReferencesReferences

 - full work�ow example
 - long-term toolchain example

Tools to assist static portion of work�ow:

 (obfuscated interpreters?)
 or  (pure Python)

 (if you have source)
 /  /  / ...

VMU hackery
Nexmon

angr
Triton
miasm2 amoco
KLEE
bincat BAP Manticore

http://dmitry.gr/?r=05.Projects&proj=25.%20VMU%20Hacking
https://github.com/seemoo-lab/nexmon#readme
http://docs.angr.io/
https://triton.quarkslab.com/
https://github.com/cea-sec/miasm/tree/master/miasm2/arch
https://github.com/bdcht/amoco/tree/release/amoco/arch
https://klee.github.io/
https://github.com/airbus-seclab/bincat#readme
https://github.com/BinaryAnalysisPlatform/bap#readme
https://github.com/trailofbits/manticore


Manual StaticManual Static Analysis Analysis
AutomationAutomation



Types of FailuresTypes of Failures

1. False positives discovering more false positives
(sev: high)

2. Underapproximations makes you re-visit code
(sev: annoying)

3. Script stomped over manually-entered markup
(sev: only happens once)



Useful AutomationUseful Automation

Instruction length disassembler
All control �ow e�ects
Constant propagation (sometimes)



Useful AutomationUseful Automation

Command/state machine tables (fancy switches)

 



Lifter Problems: System CodeLifter Problems: System Code

Uncommon instruction classes
Once-per-boot setup features
Shared memory bus: FIFOs, control �ags, DMA



Lifter Problems: AbstractionsLifter Problems: Abstractions

Flattening memory spaces
Aliasing with registers (or other memory)
Inter- vs intra-procedural analysis
C memory and stack model



ExamplesExamples
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Planned Work�owPlanned Work�ow



QA by Concrete ExecutionQA by Concrete Execution



Sources of InformationSources of Information

Emulators!
Hacker tools



Emulator ArchitectureEmulator Architecture



Emulator ArchitectureEmulator Architecture

 



Fuzzing A vs BFuzzing A vs B

explore on commonly-occuring instructions
bin di�erences on instruction opcodes
prioritize on registers a�ected



QA by Symbolic ExecutionQA by Symbolic Execution



ii = lift.instruction_at(bv, here)      # 'swap' MCS-51 instructi
emu = lift.function(current_function)   # 'swap_a' function on ARM
 
s = ii.solver() 
emu.constrain(s) 
s.add(z3.And(ii['A'][0] == emu['mem'][0][0x1ef2608],  
             ii['A'][-1] != emu['mem'][-1][0x1ef2608])) 
 
print s.check()  # sat 
print s.model()[x['A'][0]].sexpr(), ':', 
print s.model()[x['A'][-1]].sexpr() 





x = lift.function(current_function) 
summary = x['Y4'][-1] != x['Y4'][0] & x['Y0'][0] 
s = x.solver() 
s.assert_and_track(summary, 'not-equivalent') 
print s.check() # unsat 
s.unsat_core()  # [not-equivalent] 





Program Analysis is a Search ProblemProgram Analysis is a Search Problem

Fast backtracking vs slow complex search
Specialized algorithms vs generic solver
Heuristics compensating for generic solver
Checking results of  search vs  search
Approximating state coverage via path coverage

∃ ∀



Work�ow and CorrectnessWork�ow and Correctness



ReferencesReferences

 - comparison of several major lifters in F#
 - ambitious academic work

 - equivalence checking experiments
 - emulator comparison (would AFL do better?)

Literature reviews to pull terminology from:

 for a fun historical perspective

MeanDi�
Automatic Generation of Peephole Superoptimizers
Fuzzing and Patch Analysis: SAGEly Advice
Hi-Fi Tests for Lo-Fi Emulators

A Survey of Symbolic Execution Techniques
A Vocabulary of Program Slicing-Based Techniques
Mechanizing Proof: Computing, Risk, and Trust

https://softsec-kaist.github.io/MeanDiff
https://theory.stanford.edu/~aiken/publications/papers/asplos06.pdf
https://talosintelligence.com/resources/1
http://www.dhosa.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/pokeemu-asplos12.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1610.00502.pdf
http://users.dsic.upv.es/~jsilva/papers/Vocabulary.pdf
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/mechanizing-proof


What Went Right &What Went Right &
What Went WrongWhat Went Wrong



1. Approximations:
acceptable, but validate major assumptions

2. Partial lifting:
acceptable and commonplace

3. Emulator-as-oracle:
less partial, needs a map to lifted model

4. Full equivalence checking versus emulator:
hampered by 2 and 3, but sometimes works



Example ToolsExample Tools

 - minimum viable processor module for 8051
 - (WIP) attempt at generic lifter analysis tools

slides (  render,  with notes)
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https://github.com/amtal/i8051#readme
https://github.com/amtal/STC#readme
https://amtal.github.com/slides/Sum-Total-of-ISA-Knowledge.pdf
https://amtal.github.com/slides/Sum-Total-of-ISA-Knowledge.html

